Full Text Superzone of Message

1 (reception: good)
2 1. headlines. (und min)
3 2. announcer-read report over video on national volleyball team player being held up by two criminals but emerging unscathed. (2 min)
4 3. announcer-read report over video on incidents during clash between military police anti-riot squad and striking teachers in sao paulo; some demonstrators arrested; they were released this morning. cameramen injured by tear gas grenade. (1 min)
5 4. announcer-read report over video on rio de janeiro court sentencing drug trafficker to 117 years imprisonment on charges of involvement in massacre. (und min)
6 5. announcer-read report over video on minas gerais police burning 1 ton of firecrackers. (1 min)
7 6. announcer-read report over video on new coins that will circulate as of next monday. (und min)
8 7. announcer-read report over video on people waiting in line in belo horizonte to get food. (und min)
9 8. announcer-read report over video on big asteroid colliding with earth 65 million years ago, killing dinosaurs. (2 min)
10 9. announcer-read report over video on health condition of television host xuxa. (1 min)
11 10. international news. (1 min)
12 11. announcer-read report over video on use of new cancer detection system in brazil. (2 min)
13 12. weather. (1 min)
14 13. announcer-read report over video on argentine police investigating activities of paulo cesar farias in that country. (2 min)
15 14. announcer-read report over video on trial of sergeant flavio almeida, charged with helping paulo cesar farias to escape. (1 min)
16 15. announcer-read report over video on finance minister guaranteeing that elimination of ipmf, provisional tax on financial operations, will not affect public servants' salaries; adoption of single exchange rate being studied; announcement causes commotion on financial market. (2 min)
17 16. joelmir beting commentary on consequences of possible adoption of single exchange rate system. (1 min)
18 17. announcer-read report on central bank decision to lift regulations restricting purchase of dollars for tourists and for purchases abroad. (und min)
19 18. program reminder on girls who were abducted by ufo's. (1 min)
20 19. alexandre garcia commentary on conflict between government and pmdb, brazilian democratic movement party, message issued by president franco noting that country needs cooperation of everyone; conflict might be solved this weekend. (1 min)
21 20. announcer-read report over video on senate president lucena proposing to preserve workers' rights in order to facilitate constitutional reform.
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